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EXPLANATORY  MEMORA:;DUM 
THE  NEED  FOR  ACTION  AT  COMMUNITY  LEVEL 
In  the  face  of  the  growing threats to wildlife  and  natural  habitats, 
most  Member  States have  adopted  national  or  regional  policies to protect 
endang~red species and  biotopes.  These  policies,  however,  are  far  from 
comprehensive  and  vary  considerably  between  different countries  :  in 
terms  of  both  the  administrative structures involved,  and  the extent  of 
land  and  nuro":.-?rs  of  anirr.al  and  plant species afforded  protection  (and 
the  type  of  protection given). 
These  inconsistencies  in wildlife protection by  Member  States have  a 
number  of  implications.  In  particular,  they  mean  t:tJat  species  which  are 
protected  in one  part  of  their  range  may  remain  under  threat elsewhere; 
national  policies may  thus  be  rendered  ineffective,  This is especially 
the  case  with  migratory  species,  such as birds. 
In  order  to overcome  these  inconsistencies,  it has  long  been  recognised 
that  the  Com:munity  needs  to adopt its own,  co-ordinated policy  on 
wildlife.  Cit  is to be  noted that  the protection of  endangered wildlife 
and  habitat  has  been  covered  by  legislation at the  federal  level  in the 
United  Stat~s since  1973.)  The  sharing  of  knowledge  at European  level 
and  the  coordination  of  management  and  conservation strategies in 
particular for  species  which  are  endangered  in one  or  more  Member  States 
or  whose  natural  range  extends across several  Member  States,  may  make  a 
vital  contribution to ensuring that national  or  regional  policies do  nc;t 
damage  habitats or  species of  European  significance.  Such  a  policy is 
also necessary  for  the  reverse  reason  :  to avoid threats to national  or 
regional  wildlife resources by  Community  actions or  by  adverse  actions 
occuring  in other parts of  the  Community.  This is a  vital  issue,  for 
many  of  the  main  pressures for agricultural  intensification and 
expansion,  tourism,  transport  and  industrial  development  come  from  the 
Community's  own  sectoral  policies. 
Internationally,  and  in particular in the  context of  the  numerous 
international  Conventions  and  Agreements  which  have  been  or are being 
developed  in the  field of  wild-life conservation,  Community 
participation will  be  strengthened as a  result of  the authority that 
derives  from  a  common  view-point  and  common  framework. 
It should  be  noted too that,  in the  light  of  these considerations, 
action  by  the  Community  is consistant  with  paragraph  4  of  Article  130R 
of  the  Treaty  which  provides that  "the  Community  shall  take  action relating to the environment  when  the  objectives can be-attained better 
at Community  level  than at the  level  of  the  individual  Member  State  .. 
Previous Community  Actions 
.:it  was  with these aspects  in mind,  therefore·,· that the  European 
Community  established a  policy towards wildlife in the First Action 
Programme  on  the  Environment,_ in  1973;  The  broad aims  of  this policy 
were  to develop an  integrated  appro~ch to the conservation  of  endangered 
species  of  flor~ and  fauna  and  the  protec~ion of natural  habitats.  In 
pursuit  of  these  poJicies,  the  Council  has.adopted a  number  of 
legislative  instrumer.ts.  Without  doubt  one  of  the  most  important  and 
far-reaching  is the Directive  for  the  Conservation of  Wild  Birds, 
ad.:-pted  on  April  2nd,  1979.  This has  been  fallowed  by  the  1981  Council 
Decision on  the  Berne  Convention on  the  Conservation  of  European 
~ildlife and  Natural  Habitats,  the  1982  Council  Decision  on  the  Bonn 
Convention  on  the Conservation  of  Migratory Species of Wild  Animals,  the 
1982  Council  R~gulation on  the  implementation ·in the  Community,  as  of 
1st January,  1984,  of  the  Convention  on  International  Trade  in 
Endangered  Species of  ~ild Fauna  and  Flora  (CITES>,  and  the  adoption  in 
19-54  of  a  Community  Regulation  on  action by  the  Community  relating to 
the  enviror1ment,  providing  - amongst  other  thine;s  - for  the  possibility 
of.  Com:rr.unity  financial  support  to project's  aimed  at re-establishing 
·==:eriously. thre:atened  biotopes  which are  the· habitats of endangered 
Sf•ecies. 
Iu its Resolution  of  19  October,  1987,  on  the continuation  and 
implen.~ntat1or. of  a  El,lropean  Community  policy and  Action  Pr·ogramme  on 
the  Environment  (1987-1992)  <The  Fourth  Environmental  Action  Programme), 
the Council  declared  that  "measures to protect and  enhance  Europe's 
natural  heritage"  were  one  of  the  priority areas for  Community  action. 
In  the  sam,:;  Resolution,  the Council  noted  the  Action  Programme  set  out 
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in the  Annex  to  the  Resolution  and  approved  in general  its guidelines 
which,  in Section 5.1,  commit  the  Commission  to coming  forward  with  a 
proposal  for  the  comprehensive  protection of  the  habitat  of  threatened 
sptcies of  fauna  and  flora  through  a  Community  system of protected sites  • 
and  measures for  the  sustainable utilization of species and  ecosystems. 
In its Work  Programme  for  1988  the  Commission  undertook to bring this 
legislation forward  this year. 
The  European  Parliament  has also on  a  number  of  occasions  made  clear its 
wish  to see further Community  action in this area. 
The  current  proposal 
The  fundamental  aim of  the  proposal  is to establish,  at the  latest  by 
the year  2000,  a  comprehensive  network of  protected areas aimed  a 
ensuring the  maintenance  of threatened species and  threatened types of 
habitat  in all  the  regions  of  the  Community  where  they occur,  this 
achieving  more  effective implementation within the Community  of  the 
Berne  Convention  on  the  conservation of  European wildlife and  natural 
habitats as well  as other complementary  measures appropriate to the 
Community  framework. 
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Biotopes  of  major~Importance for  the conservation  of  nature  in  the 
Community  cover a  surface  ar·ea  which  varies between approximately  10  % 
and  20  %·of  the  total  surface area  of  the  Member  States.  It should  be 
stressed,  however,  that this average  figure  covers an  extremely diverse 
reality both from  the  point  of  view of surface area and  characteristic 
features  of each site;  it is imperative  that such differences need  to be 
reflected in the protection and  management  measures  to be  applied. 
In  fact  only between  1  and  2  % of  the total surface area of  the Member 
States will  need strict measures of protection.  The  major  part  of  the 
surface area of the  biotopes will  need  management  plans reconciling 
appropriate JDeasure,s  of  protection and  extensive agricultural  and 
forestry exploitation based on  adapted  techniques.  Such  manageJDent 
plans must  again  be ·inserted into integrated  programmes  aimed  at 
proJDoting  at the  same  time  regional  development  and  iiDprovement  of  the 
environment. 
A-s  by  definition the directive  will  :mainly  concern rural  areas,  the 
Co~~i~sion has  naturally taken  into account  likely repercussions  on  the 
incomes  of  the  population  living there.  In  view of  the. diversity of  the 
situations and  of  the  JDeasures  to be  taken  in the  light of  these 
situations,  as described  above,  it is,  however,  practically impossible 
to  put  forward  even  general  estimations of  such  repercussions. 
The  measures  JDay  in fact  range  from the extensification  of existing 
production systems to the  maintenance  of  agricultural activities 
necessary  for  the  management  of  natural  areas.  They  should therefore  be 
very  intimately linked  to  the  objectives of  the  Community's  rural  policy 
as  proposed  by the  Commission.  In  that  context,  a  judicious use  of  the 
vario~  structural  instruments of  the  Community  - and  the  necessary 
financial  resources  - would  make  it possible,  as needed,  to reconcile  on 
the  one  hci:nd,  the  need  to maintain,  even  improve  the  living conditions 
of  the rural  populations with  the  requirements  in  the  field  of 
conservation bf  natural  and  seJDi-natural  habitats and  of threatened 
species on  the  other. 
No  single  proposal,  no  single Community  instrument,  can  by itself ensure 
that the  goals  of nature protection throughout  the  Community  are 
satisfactorily achieved.  This  proposal  is to be  seen as complementary 
to efforts aimed  at  maintaining  or  reintroducing agricultural  systems 
characterized by  small  scale gradients in ecosystems,  allowing exchanges 
of species aJDOng  habitats and, ·hence,  combinations of species that  play 
a  vital role for  the  regulation aJDong  species.  It must  thus be  seen in 
the context  of  measures  in the  field  of agricultural structures and 
rural  developiDent  as well  as in the context  of  the  more  general  reforJD 
of  the  Common  Agricultural  Policy and  of  the reorientation of the 
Structural  Funds  in support of,  amongst  other things,  environmental 
objectives. 
By  the  same  token,  it cannot  be  expected that successes will  be  achieved 
overnight.  The  measures to be  taken  under  the Directive  by  Member 
States to identify,  designate  and  then protect the territories of 
interest and  importance  for nature  protection in the  Community  will  vary 
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·from State to State and  the political,  administrative or financial 
burdens will also vary. 
The  draft directive takes into account the different situations of  the 
Member  States,  as provided for  in particular in Article  130R,  paragraph 
3  of  the Treaty,  by requiring an appropriate balance to be struck 
between conservation and  economic interests and  by  providing for  the 
possibility of  derogations  from the  general  oblieations in certain 
specific cases. 
Toronto  and  Hannoyer  Summits 
Finally,  it is to be  noted  that  both the  Toronto Summit  of 
industrialized nations and  the  EEC  Summit  held  in  Hannover  in  June  1988 
urged that. priority should  be  given  to actions to  protect  endangered 
species.  This proposal  can  be  seen as a  rapid response  on  the  part of 
the  Commission. 
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Proposal  for  a 
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on  the  protection of natural  and  semi~natural habitats and 
of  wild  fauna  and  flora 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard to the Treaty  es~ablishing the  European  Economic 
Community,  and  in particular  Article 130s  thereof, 
Having  regard to theproposal  from  the  ColiUIIission, 
Having  regard to t:be  opinion. of  the European  Parlii:unent, 
. Having  regard  to the  opinion of  the  Economic  and· Social  Committee, 
Whereas  the  European  Community  Policy and  Action  Programme  onthe 
1 
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Environment  <1987-1992>  makes  provision  for  measures  regardi,;g  conservatiCJ'l of 
nature and  natural  resources, 
Whereas  the  protection  of  natural  and  semi-natural  habitats and  of  wild 
fauna  and  flora constitutes an  important  element  of  environmental 
policy;  whereas the decline in_  the quality of  habitats and  in the  number 
of wild  fauna  and  fiora  represents a  serious threat to the conservation 
of the .natural  environment;· 
Whereas  the threats affecting habitats and  species of  wild  fauna  and 
flora  may  also be  of  a  transfrontier nature;  whereas it is therefore  in 
particular necessary to undertake  action to protect those habitats and 
species at  a  Community  level;  whereas for  the  determination of the 
species to be  protected,  account should  be  taken  of  environmental 
conditions in the various regions of the Community; 
1  . 
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Whereas  the conservation,  protection and  improvement  of  the  o· 
environment  are  essential  objectives  of general  interest pursued  by  the 
Community,  as  is stated in Article 130r of  the Treaty; 
Vhereas it is not  appropriate  to  include  in this  Directive habitats 
and  wild  fauna  and  flora  of the  non-European territories of  the  Member 
States due  to  fundamentally different biological  and climatic 
characteristics; 
Whereas  territories sufficient  in number  and size to ensure  the 
maintenance  of threatened species and  the  protection of  threatened 
habitats should  be  classified as special  protection areas accordine to a 
carefully-defined schedule; 
Whereas  in  view of  the  urgent  need  for  action to protect certain 
. 
threatened  habitats,  it is necessary that  the  ten  most  impnrtant areas 
in  the  Community  be  identified and  classified as special  protection 
areas within  a  very short  period  of  time; 
Whereas  all  classified. areas,  including those classified under  Colrlcil  Directive 
79/tm/EEC  of 2 April  197'9 oo  the Ca'lServatioo of wild bi rcls 1,  should  becane ·part of a 
European  Network  aimed  not  only at  protecting and  improving existing 
natural  resources and  reestablishing degraded  or destroyed habitats but 
also at making  the  best  use  of  those resources,  adequately preserved  in 
their biological diversity;  wreas the European  Netwrk  will thus cart:ribute 
to achieving the objective of prudent  and  rational  utilization of 
natural  resources; 
Whereas  therefore the classification of  special  protection areas will 
play an  important  role  in the  overall strategy for  the protection of the 
environment,  since it will  contribute to a  satisfactory balance  between 
nature  protection and  economic  development,  based on  better use  of  local 
1  . 
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reeources and  djvfrsification of  economic  activities as well  as new 
forms  .of  land  managementi 
Whereas  such classification of  special  protection areas should  not  mean 
that excessive exploitation of  nature should  be  allowed  in non-protected 
areas and  whereas appropriate  land  management  also outside  t~e 
classified areas should ensure  th• sustainability of the  biological 
systems connecting these areas; 
Whereas  there is a  need  to protect distinct features  of  the  landscape; 
Vl-1ereas  provision should  be  made  for  the possibility of derogations fran 
the  obl~gations to classify special  protection areas given specific 
so·:io.:.economic  conditions,  provided .the  coherence  of  the  European 
NE:twork  and  its conservation potential  for  the habitats and species 
concerned  is fully  maintahied; 
Whereas  it might  be  necessary to take  initiatives to promote  common  or 
coordinated  management  of transfroritier areas of major  importance  for 
the conservation of  threatened species of  wild  fauna  and  flora  and  the 
maintenance  of wilderness areas,  as  well  as the transfer of  know-how 
with regard  to the  management  of special  protection areas1 
Whereas  the  national,  regional  and  local  planning and  development 
policies should take  into account  the conservation of  habitats and  wild 
fauna  and  flora  and  therefore all projects,  all development  plans or 
programmes  likely to affect special protection areas . should  be  made 
subject to environmental  impact  assessment  and  whereas  for this end 
Colrtc il  Di recti  ve  85/337  /EEC 1 should  be  anet ded; 
.Whereas  a  general  system of protection is required for certain species 
of  flora and  fauna  not  already covered by  Directive 79/4f:n/EEC; 
1  OJ  1\b  L 175,  5.  7.1985, p. 40 
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3.-Whereas  exploitation of certain species,  whose  biological status so 
requ  1 res,  should be  subject  to a  management  plan,  and  whereas  with  the 
framework  of such  management  plans no  undue  burdens should  be  placed on 
industry or commerce; 
Whereas  certain means  of capture or killing and  hunting from certain 
modes  of  trar1spm·t  must  be  banned  because  of  the excess!  ve ·pressure 
which  they exert or  may  exert  on  the  numbers  of  the species concerned  or 
because  of  unnecessary cruelty; 
Whereas,  because  of  the  importance  which  may  be  attached to certain 
specific situations,  provision should  be  made  for  the  possibility of 
derogations on  certain conditions and  subject to  moni~oring by  the 
Collllilission: 
Whereas  the  Commission  should prepare  periodically a  compos! te report 
based among  other things on  the  irdormation  forwaraed  by  the  Member  · 
States regarding implementation  of  national  provisions taken  under  the 
Directive; 
Whereas  the  conservation of  natural  and  semi-natural  habitats and  of 
wild  fauna  and  flora still presents problems  which  call  for scientific 
research and  evaluation, 
Whereas  it is appropriate  for  the Council  to adopt  amendments  to the 
articles of  the  Directive  under  the  procedure  provided for  under Article 
1~  of  the  Treaty; 
Whereas  it is necessary to adapt certain annexes rapidly in the  light of 
technical  and scientific progress;  whereas,  to facilitate the 
implementation of the  measures  needed  for this purpose,  provision should 
be  made  for  a  procedure establishing close cooperation between the 
MemberStates and  the  Commission  in a  Committee  for Adaptation to 
Technical  and  Scientific Pr·ogress, 
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Whe=reae.  all  necessary  meusures  should  be  taken  to  ensure  the  monitoring 
of  the  biological  communities  and  the  populations of  threatened  species 
for  which  full  habitat  protection is required; 
Whereas  care should  be  taken in consultation with the  Commission  to see 
that the  introduction  of any·species of  wild  fauna  and  flora  not 
naturally occurring in the  European territory of  the  Member  States does 
not· cause  harm  to. local  flora  and  fauna, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  DIRECTIVE 
5.-GENERAL  PROVISIONS 
Article  1 
The  aim of this  Directive  is to conserve natural and selli-natural 
habitats and  wild  fauna  and  flora in the  European territory of the 
Xember  States to ~hich the Treaty applies,  including maritime areas 
under  the sovereignty or jurisdiction of the Xember  States. 
Article 2 
Xember  States shall  take the requisite measures to maintain the 
abundance  and diversity of  wild  fauna  and  flora at a  level  which 
corresponds in particular to ecological,  scientific and cultural 
requirements  and  the needs of sub-species,  varieties,  forms and 
populations at risk locally,  while taking account  of economic and 
recreational  requirements. 
Article 3 
For the  p.Jrposes of this Directive 
(a)  •threatened•  species means 
- endangered species,  i.e.  taxa  1n  danger of extinction and  whose 
survival is unlikely if the causal  factors continue operating.  Included 
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are taxa whose  numbers  have  been reduced to a  critical level or whose 
. ·habitats have  been  so drastically reduced that  they are deemed  to be  in 
..  immediate danger of extinction, 
and 
- vulnerable species,  i.e.  taxa believed likely to move  into the 
endangered .category in the near-future if the causal  factors continue 
operating.  Included are taxa of which  most  or all the populations are 
decreasing because of over-exploitation,  extensive destruction of 
habitats or other environmental  disturbance;  taxa  with populations that 
have  been seriously depleted and  whose  ultimate security is not yet 
assured;  and taxa  with populations that are still abundant  but are  under 
threat~ from serious adverse factors throughout their range, 
and· 
-narrow endemic species under·latent threat. 
7.-(b)  •habitat•  means 
- the  normal  abode,  natural  home  or locality of a  named  species or 
population of a  named  species; 
- a  distinctive type of terrain, site or location,  distinguished by 
physical,  geographical,  vegetational or other features. 
<c>  "threatened habitat•  means 
type of environment  characterised by a  complex of abiotic conditions and 
n  specific biotic community,  exposed to the risk of disappearance  or 
degradation because  of  its scarcity or because of the fragility of the 
ecological  conditions or because of the fragility of its more 
specialized and characteristic species or  because of its tendency to 
rarification.  In this context •disappearance•  means  the passage to 
another category in a  general  classification of habitats and 
"degradation•  means  the reduction of its most  characteristic elements 
without  any  change of category. 
<d)  •specimen•  means 
any animal  or plant,  whether alive or dead,  of the species specified in 
accordance  with  Annex  II and  Annex  III to this Directive,  any part or 
derivative thereof,  as well  as any other goods  which  appear  from an 
accoupanying document,  the packagi_ng or a. mark  or label,  or from any 
other circumstances,  to be  parts or derivatives of animals or plants of 
these species. 
(e)  •regions•  :means  . 
the geographical  units defined in the  nomenclature of territorial units 
for statistics  OUTS)  of EUROSTAT,  Statistical Office of the European 
Community  : 
8.--~ 
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- on  level  I I  for  Greece,  France,  Italy, Portugal,  Spain rd the lhited 
Kingdom, 
- on  level  I. for the. other' Kember  States. 
PRQTECIIOH  OF  UABIIAia 
Article 4  .  .-,[. 
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Kember  States shall  take the requisite measures to conserve  the natural 
and semi-natural  habitats of  wild  fauna  and  flora,  with particular 
attention to the habitats of threatened species,  especially threatened 
species endel!Uc  to the  European terri  tory of the Kember  States,  and 
threatened  naturaland semi-natural habitats,  in accordance  with the 
provisions of this  Directive. 
Article 5 
1.  Habitats of the species specified in accordance withAnnex  I  and 
the types of habitat specified in accordance  with Annex  IV  shall  be  the 
subject of special  conservation measures in order to ensure the 
maintenance of the species concerned at a  satisfactory level  in their 
area of natural distribution as well  as the conservation of the habitats 
concerned  in all the regions where  they occur. 
2.  Kember  States shall,  within two  years after the  expiry of the 
pe_riod  laid down  in Article 27,  classify as special protection areas 
those areas which they consider correspond to the criteria set out in 
Annex  V  <a>.  If, after the  expi~ of that pericx:J,  the ten nost  irqx>rtant  areas -in  the 
Community  have  not  been  classified by  Member  States, the  remaining  areas 
9.-to be classified_  shall be  identified .by  the CoJUiission  during the 
follcwiDg  y~ar in .accor.tianc•  _wit~  t·ba_  :procedure laid down  in Article 23,· 
and shall  be classified by  the  Xe:mber· States .accordingly within one 
year,  following the decision. of the Commission . 
. 3.  W:ithin.  at the latest.  eig~t. year.s after the  expiry of  the 
period laid down  in Article 27,  Xem~r States shall classify as special 
protectlon areas territories sufficient in number  a.nd  size to ensure  : 
(i)  the maintenance  of the species specified in accordance with Annex 
I  at a  satisfactory level  in all regions  where  they occur, 
(ii>  the protection of the  threatened habitats specified in accordance 
with  Annex  IV  with their associated fauna  and flora in all 
regions where  they occur. 
In  classifying these areas,  Xember  States shall apply in particular the 
criteria set out  in Annex  V<b>.  They shall at least take  into account 
the timing and  priorities set out  in the Joint Programme  mentioned in 
Art.i c le 6(2). 
4.  Xember  States shall send the Commission all relevant  information 
on  each area which they classify under paragraphs 2  and 3,  using  in 
particular the  form specified in accordance  with Annex  VI. 
5.  For the areas covered by paragraph 3,  Kember  states may  derogate 
from the criteria set out in Annex  VCb>  if on  the basis of scientific 
evidence and environmental  impact  assessment the authority competent  for 
nature protection is satisfied that,  within the area for which it is 
responsible,  the coherence of the European  Ietwork mentioned in Article 
6  and its conservation potential for the habitats and species concerned 
1a fully maintained.  The  reasons for such derogations shall be  made 
public and  notified to the ComDdssion. 
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Article 6 
1.  Kember  States shall assist the ComDdssion  in the creation of a 
European  letwork of classified special protection areas named  •JATURA 
2000• .  The  European  letwork  shall ta'lSist  of  areas classified 
under  Directive  79/409/EEC,  as well  as those classified under this 
Directive.  Unless notice is given to the contrary before the expiry 
of  the period laid down  under  Article 27,  areas  classified by  the  Member 
States under the Ramsar  Convention .shall also be  considered as  class~fied 
under this  Directive.  The  European letwork shall  becomposed of areas 
sufficient in number  and size to ensure the maintenance  of the species 
specified in accordance with  Annex  1 at a  satisfactory level as Well  as 
the consen·ation of the  types  of habitats specified in accordance  with 
Annex  IV,  in all  regions  where  they  occur.  The  European  Network 
should ensure that these territories form a  coherent  whole  which  meets 
the protection requirements of  the above-mentioned species and  habitats 
in the geographical  land and sea area to which this Directive applies. 
2.  Within 2  years after the  expiry of  the  period  laid down  in 
Article 27,  the Commdssion  shall adopt  a  Joint Programme  for the 
development  and strengthening of the European letwork in accordance  with 
the procedure  laid down  in Article 23.  The  Joint Programme shall be 
reviewed at the end of  the eight-year period specified in 
Article 5(3).  The  Joint  Programme  shall  furthermore  specify the  measures 
to be taken at the appropriate levels of competence  by  the Community and 
the Xember  states in order to back up  the  implementation of the 
Directive.  Such  measures  may  include the requirements for protection, 
training infrastructure and  management  plans,  research and studies, 
field experiments,  monitoring  sc~emes and necessary resources. 
Article 7 
· · L  In respec-t  of the special protection areas referred to  in 
Article  5(2)  and  (3),  Kember  States shall take appropriate steps to avoid polluti·on .or  deterioration of habitats or any,  disturbunces 
affecting  fauna. and  flora,  i'nsofar as  these  would  have· signi"f:icant 
effects,  having regard to the objectives of' this  Directive,  on  the· 
species, or types of habitats for which. the area has been classified. 
2.  MenDer  States shall consider  in particular the appropriate protectiCI'l  status to be 
given  to areas as  referred to in paragraph  1, an::1  the setting  ~.p of  integrated management 
plans in accordance  with the ecological  needs of the species and types 
of habitat concerned.  A common  typology for  the classification of 
protected areas at European  level  shall be adopted  in accordance with the 
procedure  laid down  in  Article 23. 
3.  Where  necessary to ensure a  satisfactory conservation status of  a 
species  MenDer  States shall envisage the re-establ ishnent of destroyed or degraded 
biotopes or the creation of new  ones. 
Article 8 
1.  Outside  the  classified special  protection areas  referred 
to  in Article  5(2)  and  <3>,  Member  S'tates  shall also strive to  avoid 
pollution  or detericration of  natural  and  semi-natural  habitats. 
2.  f'tenber  States shall furthenoore  take measures  to ensure  the protectioo of 
distinct  features of  the  landscape,  including  in particular those 
specified in accordance  with  Annex  VII,  which  are of outstanding  local 
importance  to wildlife. 
3.  Member  States may  allow derogations,  limited to the 
minimum  area necessary,  from  paragraph  2 
if their impact  can  be  counterbalanced,  so that they have  no  adverse 
effects on  the  sustainability of  the biological systems connecting  the 
special protection areas or on  ~pecies whose  conservation  cannot  be 
ensured solely through  the designation  of  special  protection areas. 
12·.-
}. Articlt:  9 
Member  States shall assist the Commission  in promoting 
<a>commcin  or coordinated  management  of transfrontier areas of  major 
importance  for  the conee,rvation  of. species of wild  fauna  and  . .flora. 
specified in accordance  with  Annexes  I  and  II  or for the  protection of 
the threatened habitats specified in accordance  with .Annex  IV; 
Cb)  the  maintenance  of wilderness areas throughout  the. 
Community; 
(c) the. transfer of  know-how  with regard to the. management  of  specia:l 
protection areas. 
ENVIRONMENTAL  IMPACT  ASSESSMENT 
Article  10 
Member  States shall  take  the  necessary  measure~ to incorporate 
safeguards  in national,  regional  and  local  planning and  development 
policies to ensure that damage  tonatural and semi-natural  habitats and 
loss of· wild  fauna  and flora  <with particular reference to populations 
or colonies of  threatened species>  is avoided. 
They shall  also ensure  that  persais involved  in the plaming a'ld 
implementation of  these policies, as well as the general  ~Jl.t)l ic, are ade(J..Iately 
infonned as to the re<J.Jirements  of this Directive. 
13.-Article  11 
.  Directive 85/337/EEC  is hereby  amended  as  follow~: 
(a) .The  follow! ng  Slbparagraphs are added  to Article 4<2>: 
"However,  all projects which  are  located  in or are likely to affect the 
conservation potential  of  a  special  protection area  forming  part  of  the 
European  Network  established under Directive  /EEC  shall  be  made 
subject  to an  as:;essment  in accordance  with  Articles 5  to  10. 
All  development  plai1S  or  programmes  likely to affect special  protection 
areas shall  be  made  subject  to an  equivalent assessment." 
(b)  The  following  Slbparagraph  is actlecl  to Article 6(1): 
~Member States shall  ensure that the authorities responsible  for  _ 
14.-
the  protection and  management  of  special  protection areas,  and  other 
relevant  bodies likely to be  concerned  by  the  project,  development  plan 
or  pro&ramme,  ar.e  closely_  asscciated in the  assessment  procedures and·. 
that  their final  opinion  is made  public." 
PROTECTION  OF  SPECIES 
Ar:t;~le  12. 
1.  Member  States shall  take the recp.Jisite  measures  to establish a general 
system of  protection for animal  species specified inaccordance with 
Annex  II  Ca>,  prohibiting in particular  : 
(a)  all  forms  of  taking,  capture and deliberate destruction,  injury or 
· killing; 4 
il 
<b>  deliberate disturbance,  particularly during the  period of  breeding, 
rearing and  hibernation,  insofar as disturbance  would  be  significant  in 
relation to the objectives of this Directive; 
<c>  the  deliberat.;;.  destruction or taking of eggs from  the  wild or 
the keeping of such  eggs  even  if enpty; 
<d>  the  keeping  and  sale of specimens taken  from  the  wild. 
2..  The  prohibitions referred to under  (a),  (b)  and  (d)  of paragraph  1 shall 
apply to all life stages of the animals  to which  this Article applies; 
Article  13 
. J.  Member  States' shall  take  the -.requisite  measures to establish a 
general  system of  protection for  the  plant  species.specified in 
accordance  with  Annex  II<b>1  prohibiting in particular  : 
<a>  th~ picking,  collecting,  cutting,  uprooting or destruction of  such 
plants  in  the  wild; 
(b)  the keeping and  sale of specimens of  such.  species  taken  in the 
wild. 
2.  The  prohibitions  referred to under  (a)  and  (b)  of  paragraph  1 
15.-
shall  apply  to all  life stages of  the plants to  which  this Article applies, 
Arttcle  14 
1.  Member  States shall  take the requisite measures  to ensure  the 
protection of the  wild  fauna  and  flora  species specifiedin accordance 
with  Annex  II I • 16.-
2.  Exploitation,  whether  commercial  or  otherwise,  of  the  species  specified 
in accordance  with  Annex  III  <a>  should  only be  permitted of species 
whose  population is shown  to be  stable or  increasin8 and  exploitation 
must  be  sustainable.  Such exploitation shall  be  subject to a  management 
plan with  the  aims  specified  in Annex  VIII  in order to keep wild  pop.~LatiCJ'lS of 
t~  ~cies  at a  satisfactory level  and  to avoid causing local 
disappearance  of  or serious disturbance  to populations. 
3.  Member  States shall  prohibit  the  uprooting of  living wild plants 
specified in accordance  with  Annex  III<b>  in  whole  or  in part  <or the 
rerooval  of  their bulbs,  corms,  rhizomes and/or rootstocks in whole  or  in 
part)  for  commercial  use  or  sale except  for species: 
(a)  whose  population  js shown  to be  stable  or  increasing,~ 
(b)  whose  exploitation is sustainable.  Any  such exploitation shall  be 
subject  to a  management  plan with  the aims  specified  in  Annex  VIII. 
4.  · ·  Member  States shall  take  the re<:J,Jisite  measures  to prohibit the sale of 
·and  trade  in plants or  par·ts of plants specified in accordance  with 
Anne::-:  III (b>  <including their bulbs,  corms,  rhizomes and/or rootstocks> 
uprooted  from  the  wild,  except  where  exploitation is subject to a 
management  plan  with  the  aims  specified  in  Ar1nex  VI I I.  Such  measures 
shall  cover  :offering or exposing  for sale and  transporting for  the 
purpose  of  sale. 
5.  Member  States shall,  where  appropriate,  take other measures,  in 
particular  : 
<a>  closed seasons and/or other procedures regulating  exploitatioo; 
<b>  tE!IIP)rary  or  local prohibitioo of exploitatioo, in order to 
restore satisfactory population levels; 
<c>  reg.Jlatioo of the sale, keeping  for sale, transporting for sale 
or offering for sale of  specimens. 
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Article  15 
i-:.. 
In  respect  of  th~ capture  or  ~illing of  wild  fauna  species specified in 
L· 
accordance  with  ~nnex III<a>  ~nd in cases where,  in accordance  with 
Article  17,  derogations are  a~plied to the  taking,  capture.and killing 
of  species  spec<t~ed,in acco.rf::~ce with Annex  II<a>,Member States shall 
take measures toirohi  bit  :  ll  ',  .. 
•\-·  ..  .  ;~·  '· ·. 
r~  :.;.,· 
<a>  the  use  of  th~ means  specihed in Annex  IX (8'); 
f)-;: r  ~ 
~'.  ~ 
·';·  {." 
fb) the  manufactu-re,  sale and  iise  of  the non-select!  ve  devices for 
; 
capture  or killfhg listed in ttnnex  IX<b>; 
f, 
.:·.~ 
I 
(c)  any  hunting  from  the  modes'  af  transport  mentior1ed  in  Annex  I X  <c l . 
Article  16 
Member  States shall  tak=  the  requisite  measures to ensure that  inshore 
fishing  and  protection of  c.:rops  with nets are  not  detxoimental  to the 
conservation  of  threatened species specified in accordance  with:Annex 
I I,  and,  as far as possible,''  other species of  wild  fauna  and  flora. 
·, 
Article  17 
1.  Member  States may  derogate  from  the  provisions of Articles 12, 13 
17.-
and  14  and  from the prohibition of  the  use  of  the  means  mentioned  in 
Article  15  <a>  provided that there is no  other satisfactory solution and 
that the exceptiun will  net  be  detrimental  to the  maintenance of 
satisfactory levels of  the  popJlations  concerned in their area of natural 
distribution 
<a>  for the  pro'tection of  wild  fauna  and  flora; <b>  to  prevent  serious damage  to crops,  livestock,  forests,  fisheries, 
water  and  other forms  of property; 
<c>  in  the  interests of  public health and safety; 
(d)  for  the purposes of research  and  education,  of repopulation,  of 
reintroduction and  for  the  breeding necessary  for  these purposes,  and 
for  the articifical propagation  of  plants, 
<e>  to permit,  under strictly supervised conditions,  on  a  selective 
basis and  to a  l1 mited  extent,  the taking or  keeping of certain  wi 1 d 
ar11mals  and  plants in  small  numbers. 
2.  M~mber States shall report  to the  Commission  each  year  on  the 
derogations applied  under  this "Article. 
3.  The  reports must  specify: 
<a>  the species which  are subject to the  derogation; 
<b>  the  rneans,,arrangements or  methods  authorized for capture  or 
killing; 
<c>  the  conditions of  risk and  the circumstances of  time  and  place  under 
which  such  derogations  may  be  granted; 
Cd>  the authority empowered  to declare that the required conditions 
obtain and  to decide  what  means,  arrangements or methods  may  be  used, 
withi~ what  limits and  by  whom; 
<e>  the controls  which will  be  carried out. 
18.-
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Article  18 
Measures  taken  by  Member  States in  implementation  of this  Directive 
shall  in no  way  affect their obligations under the provisions of 
Community  legislation on  the  implementation in the  Community  of  the 
Convention  on  international  trade  in endangereq species of  wild  fauna 
and  flora. 
INFORMATION 
Article  19 
1.  Member  States shall,  at the end  of  the  period specified 
in Article  5(2~ and  every three  years thereafter,  make  a  full  report  on 
ttti implementation  of  national  provisions  taken  under  this Directive. 
This report  shall  be  made  available to the  public and  forwarded  to the 
Commission. 
2.  The  Commission  shall  prepare a  composite  report  based on  the 
information referred to in  paragraph  1 and  on  research results obtained 
within  the  Community  Environmental  R & D Progralllllle.  This report shall 
include  an  appropriate evaluation  of  progress achieved  under the 
Directive.  That  part of  the draft report  covering the  information 
supplied by  a  Member  State shall  be  forwarded  to the authorities of  the 
Member  State  in question for verification.  The  final  version of the 
report shall  be  published by  the Commission  and  forwarded  to the  Member 
States,  the Parliament  and  the  Cou-ncil. 
19.-
3.  Each  year the Carmissioo  shall pbl  ish  in the Official Journal of the European  Coorrulities  the 
list of classified areas communicated  by  Member  States.  Member  States 
shall  ensure  that areas classified under this  Directive are clearly 
marked  by  not ices specified in accordance  with Annex  X. '· 
/ 
RESEARCH 
Article  20 
Particular attention shall  be  paid to research and  work  on  the 
subjects specified  in  accordance  with  Annex  XI,  and  transnational 
cooperative research shall  be  encouraged.  Member  States shall  provide 
the  Commission  witl!  any  information  required  to enable it to take 
appropriate  measure~ ior  the;,  r:oor·dinat1or1  of  the  reseurch and  work 
referred to  in this Article. 
3.  Member  States and  the  Commission  shall  promote  multidisciplinary 
analysis and  evaluation with  a  view to increasing scientifically-based 
knowledge  to  which  the  measures carried·  out  under this Directive  can  be 
anchored.  Such  information should  be  made  available to the  public. 
AMENDMENT  PROCEDURE 
Article 21 
Any  amendment  to  Articles  of this  Directive shall,  in accordance 
with  the  second  paragraph  of  Article 130s  of  the 
Treaty,  be  decided  by  the  Council ·by  qualified majority. 
Article 22 
1.  Where  Articles of  this  Directive provide  for  the  specification 
of  matters  in accordance  with  the  Annexes,  these 
matters shall  be  adopted  in accordance  with the procedure  laid down  in 
20.-
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Article 23  within  one  year  following  the notification of  the  Directive. 
2.  Such  amendments  as are  necessary  for  adapting the 
Annexes  to technical  and  scientific progress shall be  adopted  in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  laid down  in Article 23. 
Article 23 
1.  The  CoJ'Dlliission  shall  be  assisted  by  a  Committee  for  the adaptation 
of  this  Directive  to technical  and  scientific progress  consisting of 
representatives of. the Menber  States and chaired by  a  representative of the Cannissioo. 
2.  The  representative  of  the  Commission  shall  submit  to the  Co~~ittee 
a  draft  of  the  measures  to  be  taken.  The  Committee  shall  deliver  its 
opinion  on  the draft  within  a  tin..?  limit  which  the  Chairman  may  lay down 
according  to the  urgency  of  the  matter.  The  opinion shall  be  delivered 
by  the  majority  laid down  in Article 148(2)  of  the  Treaty  in the case  of 
decisions  which  the  Council  is required to adopt  on  a  proposal  from the 
Com.Jnission.  The  votes  of  the  representat-ives of  the  Member  States 
within tbe  Committee  shall  be  weighted  in the  manner  set·out in that 
,.;  Article.  The  Chairman  shall  not  vote. 
~.n-~· 
''}l. 
3.  The  Commission  shall  adopt  measures  which  shall  apply  immediately. 
However,  if these  measures are  not  in accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the 
Committee,  they shall  be  communicated  by  the  Commission  to the  Council 
forthwith.  In  that  event  : 
- the Commiesicm  ~y  dc::far  ,;,ppJi''-'titm  C~i  U1e  me..:.~l.Jr~s  w:t.i..:<h  it l:.i6e 
decided  for  a  period of  not  more  than one  month  from the date of such 
communication; 
- the Council, acting by  a  qualified majority,· may  t11ke  a  different 
decision within  that  period. 
21.--·l 
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Article 24 
1.  Member·-States  shall take all  necessary mtiasures  to ensure  the 
monitoring of the  biological  communities  and  the populations of species 
specified  in accordance  with  Annex  I  and  in the areas classified  under 
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Article 5.  Member  States shall  send  the  Commission  the  information 
resulting  from  monitoring,  so that it may  take appropriate  initiatives 
with  a  view to the coordination necessary to ensure  the  fulfilment  of 
. the  objectives of this Directive. 
2. ·  The  Community  and the  Member  States shall cooperate  to ensure 
. consistency of  monitoring and  measurement  methods . 
SUPPLEMENTARY  PROVISIONS 
Article  25 
In  implementing  the  provisi~hs of  this  Directive,  Member  States shall: 
<a)  encourage  the  reintroduction of  native species of  wild flora  and 
fauna  when  this would  contribute to conservation,provided that  an 
investigation also in the  light  o:f  the  experiences  o:f  other Member 
States or  elsewhere  has 'established· ibat such reintroduction would  be 
effective and acceptable; 
(b>  ensure  that  tbe  introduction into the  wild  of  any species which  do 
not  occur  naturally  in the  wild state in that region  does  not  prejudice 
the  local  fauna  and  flora  or its natural  habitats.  In this connection 
they shall  consult  the  Commission; 
Cc>  promote  education and  general  information on  the  need to conserve 
species of  wild  fauna  and flora and their habitats. 
23.-•·  i 
24.-
Article  26 
·Application of -measures  taken pursuant  to this Directive shall ·not 
,  ·~  lead to any .deterioration in the present situation as regards the' 
conserva,tion  of .species and ·communities of  wild fauna  and  flora referred· 
to  in Article 1. 
Article'27 
1.  Member·  States shall bring into force  the  laws,  regulations and 
administrative  provisions ne·=essary  to comply  with this Directive within'· 
two  y~ars of .its notification.  They  shall  forthwith  inform the 
Commission  thereof. 
2.  Membe"  States shall  communicate  to the  Commission  the  texts of  the 
provisions  of  national  law whid1  they adopt  in the field  governed  by 
this Directive. 
Article  28 
This  Directive is addressed to the  Kember  States. 
Done  at .....  For  the  Counci·l 
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ANNEX  I 
The  animals and  plants to be  specified under this Annex  are those  whose 
habitats are threatened  in the  Community. 
(a)  Animals 
(b)  Plants 
ANNEX  11 
The  spe<:ies  o1  animals  and  plants to be  specified- under  this Annex  are 
those  which  are  threatened  in  the'Community 
<a>  Animals 
<b>  Plants 
ANNEX  III 
The  animals and  plants to be  speci,fied  under this Annex  are those  whose 
exploitation should  be  subject to a  management  plan  . 
. <aJ  Animals 
<b>  Plants 
ANNEX  IV 
The  natural  and  semi-natural  habitats to be  specified under this Annex 
are those  that are  threatened  in the  Community. .! 
;  ., 
I 
I 
ANNEX  VI 
The  information to  be  specified for  the  transmission  of data about  the 
classification of special  protection areas. 
ANNEX  VII 
The  types of distinct  landscape  featuree:.  to be specified under  this 
Annex  are  those of  outstanding local  importance  to wildlife. 
ANNEX  X 
The  notices to  be  specified  under this Annex  should  show the. 
classification of  areas as special protection areas. 
ANNEX  XI 
The  research to be  specified under  this Annex  should provide  a  basis for 
the  protec.tion,  management  and  use ·of  all species of  wild  fauna  and 
flora  referred  to in Article  1. 
) _,.___..,_.._...__. 
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ANNEX  V  <a) 
Criteria for classification of areas as special  protection areas of 
European  Significance  for  Nature  Conservation to be  applied within the 
first 2  years after entry into force  of  the  Directive. 
The  criteria for  the classification of  ~reas as special  protec~ion areas 
of  importance  for  nature conservation at  Community  level  are  : 
Criterjon  1)  the  presence  of  threatenEd species of animals or  plants; 
Criterion  2)  the  presence  of  threatened  habitats. 
Fo~ application  of  criterion 1),  at least  thos~ areas should  be 
classified which  rreet  one·  or  both  of  the  following  conditions 
t  -they are  among  the  10  most  important-areas in  the  Community  for  the 
$t!ll~~~~~~----.;;.c:nrServation -of· each  of  the species specified in accordance .w:lth  Annex 
I; 
~_;.,..--
they are  amon3  the  two  most  important areas in a  region for  the 
conservation  of  the species specified in accordance  with  Annex  I  insofar 
as that  region contains areas of regional  significance for  those 
species. 
For the purpose  of assessing the  importance  of areas,  size of  the area, 
population  harboured  and perennity shall  be  used. 
For applica.tion of criterion 2>,  at least those areas should  be 
classified which  meet  one  or  both  of the  following  conditions: 
they are among  the  10  most  important areas in the  Co~unity for  the 
conservation of each  of  the  habitat types specified in accordance  with 
Annex  IV;  -., 
i 
~· 
(Annex  V(a)  cont'd) 
they  are  amor1g  the  two  most  important  areas  in a  region  for  t:he 
conservation  of each  of  the habitat  types specified in accordance  with 
Anne~  IV  insofar as that region  contains areas  of  regional  significance 
for  that habitat type.  Size and representativity shall  be  used  to assess 
importance  of  the areas. 
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ANNEX  V  <b~ 
Criteria for classification of  areas as ·Special  protection areas  of 
European Significance  for  Nature  Conservation. 
The  criteria for  the classification of  are~s as special  protection areas 
of  importance  for  nature conservation at Community  level  are based  on 
Criterion  1)  the  pres€nce  of  threatened species of  plants or animals; 
Criterion  2>  the presence  of  threatened habitats; 
Criterion 3>  the richness of  the area for  a  taxonomic  group  <order, 
family). 
For  application of  crit~rion ])  at~.Jeast  those areas should  be 
classified  which  m~et one  or  both  of  the  following  conditions  : 
- they are  arnone  the  100  rnost  important  areas  in  the  Community  for  the 
conservation  of  each  of  t1e species specified in accordance  with  Annex 
I i 
- they  are  among  the  5  most  important areas  in a  region  for  tbe~----­
conservation of  each  of  the species specified in accordance  with  Annex  I 
insofar. as that  ree;ion  contains areas  of  T~gional significance  for 
those  species. 
For  the  purpose  of assessing the  importance  of  areas,  size of  the  area, 
population  harboured  and  perennity shall  be  ~sed. 
For application of  criterion 2>  at"least those areas should  be 
classified which  meet  one  or  both  of  the following conditions: 
- they are  among  the  100  most  important  ared~ in the  Community  for  the 
conservation nf  each  of  the habitat types specified in accordance  with 
Annex  IV; { 
~· 
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Annex  V(b)  cont'd 
- they are  among  11~ 5  most  important  areas  in  a  region  for  the 
conservation  of  a  eac~ of  the  habitat  types specified in accordance  with 
Annex  IV  insofar as that region contains areas of  regional  significance 
tor  that habitat  type.  Sjze  and representativity of  the areas shall  be 
used  to assess their  1mpartan·:e. 
Member  States may  clc.ssify less  than  5  areas  in  a  region  or,  in the  case 
of  sp~cies specified  in  a~cordance with  Annex  wr1~re  the  whole 
CGrr:'Tlu:,ity  population  i:. •.:on·:entrated  in  their  tt:rritory,  le::.s  than  100 
area:;  if  : 
a1  ~c  un~lassified area  is more  irnport3nt  than  ~t~~rs already  claasill~d 
b_l  r:;ore  th.:tr1  half  af  the  are:ts that  ..:·auld  qua] i!y  have  been  r:lassi fied 
in  n  region,  ~ 
c.J  J~o:re  th.:.n  half  of  thE- re:gional  population  of  the  species is harbour.;.(} 
in epecial  protection areas. 
In  ca~es G~  sp~cies and  types of  habitats  with  v~ry limited distribution 
involving  more  than  one  Member  State,  decisions as  to  how  to apply  the 
criteria will  be  taken  in  accordance  with  the  procedure:  laid down  in 
art.  23. 
For  Criterion 3>  areas should be  included  in addition to those  which 
satisfy-Criterion  1  or Criterion 2  if they  are exceptionally rich  in 
significant species of  one  or several  taxonomic  groups. .. 
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ANNEX  VIII 
MANAGEMENT  PLAN  FOR  EXPLOITABLE  SPECIES  OF  WILD  FAUNA  AND  FLORA 
SPECIFIED  IN  ACCORDANCE  WITH  ANNEXES  IIICa)  AND  IIICb) 
The  management  plan  mentioned  in  Article  14,  paragraph  2,  must  aim  to 
ensure  : 
a)  that  exploitation  is·sustainable, 
b)  that  exploitation will  be  properly  regulated,  monitored  and  annually 
re-assessed  to  ensure  that  the  population  is  remaining  stable or 
increasing, 
c)  that  exploitation will  not  affect  the  capacity  of  populations  of  the 
exploited species  ~·t  individual  Localities  to  recover  from  natural  or 
artificial  Losses • ANNEX  lx 
Prohibited Methods  and  Means  of  caoture  and  killing 
end  modes  of  trensport 
Ca)  snares 
live  animals  us~d as  decoys  ~hich are  blind  or  mutufated 
tape  recorders 
electrical  devices  caoa~lr of  killin; or  stu~nin; 
artificial  light  sourc~s 
mirrors  and  other  dazzling  ~e~ices 
devices  for  illuminating  targets 
sigh~ing devices  for  night  sh:oting  comprising  an  electrcnic  ima;e 
magni1ier  or  i~~ge  converter 
eaplcsives 
nets  (·*) 
- trap~  C•) 
crossbows 
poisons  and  poisoned  or  aneasthetic bait 
gasin~  or  smoking  out 
semi  automatic  or  automatic  weapons  with  a  ma;a:int  capable  of  holding 
more  than  two  rounds  of  am~~nition 
(b)  - leghold  trap 
self  Locking  body  snare 
(cl  aircra~t 
-motor  veh,cles  1n  motion 
FISH 
<•>  poison 
explosives 
(•)  If applied  1or  large-scale  or  non-selective  capture or  killing 
·, 
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COMPETITIVENESS  AND  EMPLOYMENT  IMPACT  STATEMENT 
What  is  the  main  reason  for  introducing  the measure? 
Protection  of  natural  and  semi-natural habitats  and  of wild 
fauna  and  flora. 
Features of  the businesses  in question.  In  particular 
(a)  Are  there  many  SMEs? 
No 
<b>  Are  they concentrated in  regions  which  are  : 
i.  eligible for  regional aid  in the Member  States? 
ii. eligible under  the  ERDF? 
Apart  from  the manufacture  of  traps which  close on 
legs  and  which  are mainly  found  in  France,  Greece, 
Spain,  Portugal  and  the  United  Kingdom,  the measures 
advanced  in  the Directive are not likely to have  and 
unequal  effect in the  regions  of  the Conununity. 
What  direct obligations  does  this measure  impose  on 
businesses? 
_By  virtue of Articles  12  and  13  the acquisition and  the 
sale of wild  specimens  of  the species  specified in 
accordance  with  Annexes  II  (a)  and  II  <b>  are  forbidden. 
There  is nevertheless  the possibility of derogations  where 
there is no  other satisfactory solution and  where  the 
derogation  does  not  endanger  the maintenance of  the 
population  concerned.  These  possibilities are stipulated 
in Article 17  .  Further,  Article 17  stipulates that the 
commercial  exploitation of  the  species  specified in 
accordance with  Annexes  III  <a>  and  III  <b>  must  be  the 
subject of  a  management  plan which  aims  to ensure that the 
populations  of  these wild species are maintained at a 
satisfactory level  and  in order to avoid the local 
"disappearance  of  the serious perturbations of these 
species.  By  ~irtue of Article  15,  the  manufactu~e of  traps 
which  close on  legs  and  the manufacture of  self-tightening 
nooses  is  forbidden . IV. 
- z -
What  indirect  obligati~ns are local authorities  likely to 
impose  on  businesses? 
The  special protection areas  classed by the Member  States 
can,  depending  on need,  be  the subject  of  management  plans 
aiming in particular at safeguarding economic activities 
which  take place there and,  everywhere,  ensuring that the 
activities which are established or which develop there are 
fully compatible with the conservation of natural  and 
semi-natural habitats  and  the wild  fauna  and  flora  which 
occur there.  By  virtu  ... e  of Article 11,  Article  4, 
paragraph  2,  of  the directive  85/337/EEC will be modified 
so as  to ensure that all projects which  are  located in or 
are likely to affect the conservation potential of  a 
special protection area classified under the present 
directive,  shall be  made  subject to an  environmental  impact 
assessment  in accordance with Articles  5  to  10. 
All development  plans  or programmes  likely to affect 
special protection areas  shall be  made  subject to an 
equivalent assessment. 
V.  Are  there any special measures  in respect of  SMEs?  Please 
specify. 
No 
VI.  What  is the likely effect on  : 
VII. 
Ca>  the competitiveness of businesses 
None 
<b>  employment 
Minimal effects 
/ 
Have  both· sides of industry been consulted? 
Consultations  foreseen within the  framework  of  the normal 
run of  Community Institutional processes. 
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